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3M
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce
ACT Associates Ltd
Arco
Bedfordshire Chamber of Commerce
Blackpool and the Fylde College
British Occupational Hygiene Society (BOHS)
British Telecom (BT)
British Safety Industry Federation (BSIF)
Cambridgeshire Chamber of Commerce
Casella
Coleg Gwent
College Development Network
Deb Group
Dorset Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Dundee and Angus College
Fife College
Forth Valley College
Greenbank High School
Ground Control UK Ltd
Health and Safety Assurance Services Training
Health and Safety Executive
Health and Safety Matters magazine
HETA
IBIS Solutions Ltd
Institute of Occupational Medicine (IOM)
Institution of Local Exhaust Ventilation Engineers (ILEVE)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institution of Occupational Safety and Health
(IOSH)
International Institute of Risk & Safety Management (IIRSM)
JSP Ltd
Liverpool College
Local Safety Groups
Monifieth High School
MRS Training and Rescue Ltd
Myerscough College
National Examination Board in Occupational
Safety and Health (NEBOSH)
NHS Health Scotland—Healthy Working Lives
Nederman Ltd
Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Journal
Posturite Ltd
Preston's College
Royal Society for Prevention of Accidents
(RoSPA)
Safety Groups UK
Safetymark
Scott Safety
Safety Sage Training
Shepherds Health and Safety Ltd
South Essex College
Staffordshire Chamber of Commerce
TechnipFMC

This list is correct as of October 2018. Additional Schools, Colleges, Universities, industry bodies and
employers are adding their support to LOcHER all the time.

What is LOcHER?
LOcHER is a new approach for Learners and Apprentices to help them identify and
understand the health and safety risks in their area of study.
It allows young people and new workers to learn about the risks and lets them show
case how they can protect their own health and safety; this experience can then be
taken into the world of work.
It is designed to deliver risk control experience throughout the curriculum in a more
engaging way than the traditional “chalk and talk”, Powerpoint, booklets and
handout methods.
Employers can use the same approach to engage workers .

Why LOcHER?
•
•
•
•

A proven method of learning, retaining, and recalling new information
Interesting, engaging, safe and practical
Helps Learners develop valuable employment and life skills
Contributes to a College's 5Rs - Recruitment, Retention, Results, Recognition, and
Rewards

"The College's engagement with the LOcHER project has yielded
greater rewards for both staff and Learners than we ever
imagined when we first embarked on the project."
Robby Ryan, COO, Blackpool and the Fylde College
"The LOcHER project is a shining example of how all curriculum
within D&A College should be modelled."
Simon Hewitt, Vice Principal (Curriculum & Attainment), Dundee
& Angus College

How did LOcHER evolve?

•
•
•
•
•

The LOcHER project idea originated within the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE)
Three FE colleges successfully pilot tested the approach
Further Colleges, schools and employers are participating using a
variety of project ideas
The principles of LOcHER can be implemented in schools, colleges and
workplaces
The overall aim is to help reduce the risk of work related illnesses
occurring in the future
The ultimate purpose of LOcHER is to help every employee to

GO HOME HEALTHY and HELP GB WORK WELL
Check social media for the hashtags

#GoHomeHealthy

#HelpGBWorkWell

#LOcHERproject

The LOcHER project:
•

is based on proven methods of learning and retention of new information in
interesting, engaging and practical ways
• assists the Learners in recalling information when they enter the world of work
and helps protect their health
Experiencing a task in a safe way should help Learners to embed knowledge in their
long-term memory and influence longer term positive attitudes and behaviours.

LOcHER is about learning by experiencing practical risk control,
first hand.
Benefits of LOcHER for Colleges
LOcHER contributes towards the 5 R’s
•

Recruitment - helping to bring Learners through the doors, using the LOcHER
project as practical evidence

•

Retention - contributing to Learner retention goals through the process

•

Results - contribution to the development of employment and life skills

•

Recognition - contributing to and evidencing the "Are we the best in what we
do?" whilst also recognising the efforts and input of the Learners

•

Rewards - achieving praise for enriching the skills and engagement of learner
groups. Helping Learners develop valuable life and employment skills in an
interesting, engaging and competitive way. Encourages subtle competition for
extra achievement between departments and Learners

Key Elements of LOcHER
It enables Learners to Engage, Learn, Discover, Retain, Recall and Apply risk control
approaches.
This is achieved by putting them at the heart of their occupational health risk control
education using tried and tested teaching methods. They apply the project principles
in their own imaginative and innovative ways.

Benefits of LOcHER for Learners
LOcHER supports colleges' goals of ensuring that Learners ‘develop valuable
employment and life skills’, so they feel equipped to lead change in their careers
and the industries into which they progress.
In addition to learning occupational health risks control, LOcHER Learners develop a
range of skills including research, leadership, time-management, problem-solving,
self-directed learning, critical-thinking, communication and team-working. For their
effort, contributions and learning, Learners receive certificates but most importantly,
Learners who have been involved already have said they enjoyed the project
experience.

Principles of the project
The project is based on the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learners like the use of active and problem-based learning, these are methods that
help in preparing them for future employment activities
Learners self-directed learning needs the support of curriculum managers, lecturers
and trainers
LOcHER activities are not stand-alone but should form part of an integrated learning
approach for a module or subject
Learners should prepare the behavioural modification and risk mitigation messages
by self-directed learning
Their approaches should also encourage other young Learners to construct their own
ways for learning and reinforcement
Information should enable the learning of risk control messages by experiencing/
understanding risks and their controls
Information should build on Learners existing knowledge as well as new knowledge
and understanding of concepts
Experiments and experiencing the simulated risks should not place the young
Learners in harm's way
The LOcHER activity must be undertaken in accordance with college risk
management protocols and procedures

The LOcHER steering group regularly hear feedback from
trainers about why they cannot run a LOcHER project with
their groups.
•

I don’t have time to run extra sessions……


•

I don’t see how it relates to my course…….


•

The LOcHER concept can be applied to any course or
unit. RESEARCH—PRODUCE—SHARE (deliver)

My guided learning hours are all accounted for…….


•

You don’t need to. Use LOcHER outcomes to match
to your existing assessment criteria

Not a problem. Make use of any assessment
evidence that you are collecting already to produce
LOcHER resources that can be shared

We use practical to demonstrations to show correct and
safe working methods already……...


Excellent. Why not video your demonstrations so
that others can see the great examples that you have
available. Just tag them with #locherproject and then
click share.

Use the LOcHER resources produced by others in your own
teaching sessions
The next few pages provide examples of how LOcHER can be
linked into existing qualification criteria.

Example
LOcHER project
brief
There are no rules to LOcHER project.
You can run a 30 minute session or deliver
it over a couple of weeks, this is entirely
up to you and your available time with
your Learners

Learning Occupational Health by Experiencing Risks (LOcHER) project
Background, examples of Occupational illness and project brief.
WHAT IS LOcHER?
LOcHER is an innovative approach to help tackle work related ill health by
working to raise awareness among young workers of the dangers of illnesses
caused by work.
Aimed at Learners who are undertaking vocational courses and who are about
to enter the world of work for the first time.
As Learners are responsible for producing posters, videos, etc, it is hoped that
these will be viewed positively by peer groups and shared via social media,
Youtube etc.
WHAT ARE OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES?
Occupational illnesses can occur in many different jobs. Most are called ‘long
latency diseases’ which means that the illness only develops a long time after
exposure takes place. Below are some examples of occupations and some of
the more common illnesses and their causes:
Occupation
Hair & Beauty
Construction workers
Gas/Plumbing/
Electricians
Fabrication, Welding
& Engineering
Motor vehicle repair
(mechanical an refinish)

Occupational Illness
Dermatitis, Skin sensitivity, occupational asthma
Occupational asthma, skin disorders, lung disease, lung cancers,
noise, vibration white finger
Occupational asthma, skin disorders, lung disease, lung cancers
Occupational asthma, skin disorders, lung disease, lung cancers,
hearing loss, vibration white finger
Occupational asthma, skin disorders, lung disease, lung cancers

Musicians

Hearing loss, Musculoskeletal

Office workers

Musculoskeletal conditions (back
ache, neck/shoulder strains)

This list is an example only.

Causes
exposure to water, chemicals,
use of incorrect disposable gloves
exposure to fine wood dusts,
wood sap, silica dusts, cement
exposure to asbestos, wood and
silica dusts, lead, solder fumes
exposure to welding fumes,
grinding dusts, noisy environments
exposure to exhaust fumes,
brake dusts, oils, other vehicle
fluids, solvents, isocyanates
Noisy environments, poor posture
Poor postural, workstation set up

LOcHER project brief: For (insert your area of work/occupational area)
Research:
•
•
•

The hazards which effect workers in your occupational area (Hazards)
The conditions that can develop if you are exposed to the hazard
Think about/work out ways to reduce or prevent exposure to the
hazard

Produce:
•

A way that you would use to tell other learners of your age group of
the hazards in the industry and/or how to protect themselves from
harm

•

Remember – use methods which you would take notice of too.

Posters – try not to use just text, remember that pictures off the
internet may not be allowed to use due to copyright issues so take
your own photographs, draw your own pictures etc
Leaflets – use a mix of text and pictures
Videos – produce short information videos showing how to use
machinery correctly, how to use PPE correctly
Put together rough versions and bring them back into college. These can be
reviewed and edited as necessary.
Share:
The final versions can be amended to show the College/Employer/Course
area details etc and could be shared on Social Media.

Short practical
activities

(ice-breakers)

Activity 1—Glove off challenge
This short activity is a fun, interactive practical which uses a harmless
technique to demonstrate to learners about preventing cross contamination
when using disposable gloves at work.

What you will need:

Assorted vinyl or nitrile disposable gloves, chocolate or strawberry sauce, wet
wipes/tissues, a bin and a few willing volunteers.
The activity:
Provide all volunteers with a pair of disposable gloves and ask them to put
them on.
Proceed to apply some sauce to the palms of the gloves and ask the
volunteers to rub the sauce all over the gloves.
Count to 3 and have the volunteers remove the gloves without getting any
sauce on their skin.
Some will, some won’t!!
(film the activity and share it using #locherproject #gloveoffchallenge …..)
Feedback:
After the practical explain to the group that the sauce could represent blood,
faeces, oils or other harmful contaminants such as lead or acids and therefore
safe glove removal is as important as wearing the gloves in the first place.
Demonstrate the correct method of glove removal as shown below or check
out the HSE website for more information.

Follow up:
Ask the group if there are any other short practicals that they could think of to
show a safe way of working?

Further details available here:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/skin/videos/gloves/removegloves.htm

Activity 2—Lack of Oxygen in a confined space
This short activity is an interactive practical which uses a simple technique to
demonstrate to learners how a lack of oxygen in a confined space can create a
life threatening problem to an individual. It also shows how removal of oxygen
from a fire causes the fire to die.
What you will need:
2 x small tea light candles, 1 x lighter, 1 x small glass or jar which is big enough
to fit over the tea light.
The activity:
Place both tea lights on to a flat stable surface, call them A&B or any other
names that you like and light them both.
Ask your audience to choose one of the tea lights and place the glass/jar over
the candle. After a few seconds, the flame will die

(film the activity and share it using #locherproject …..)
Feedback:
After the practical explain to the group that the experiment is there to show
how quickly oxygen levels are depleted in a confined space. An individual
working in a confined space will easily lose consciousness and suffocate if
there is insufficient oxygen available. Engineers, Farmers, Plumbers etc have
died in confined spaces due to lack of oxygen. Great example as to why a safe
system of work should be used at all times when working in an environment
when lack of oxygen could occur.
For those explaining the fire triangle, this activity gives a practical demonstration of how fire cannot survive without one of its 3 main elements (Heat, Fuel,
Oxygen)
Follow up:

Ask the group if there are any other short practicals that they could think of to
show a safe way of working?

Activity 3—Noise reduction
This short activity is a fun, interactive practical which uses a simple technique
to demonstrate to learners how simple controls can be implemented to reduce
noise exposures at work.
What you will need:
A small metal bowl or tray, a rubber mat which covers the tray or fits inside the
bowl, a small quantity of pebbles or even jelly beans
The activity:
Place the metal tray or bowl on to a table.
Drop the pebbles or jellybeans on to the tray and listen to how loud the sound
is.
Remove the pebbles/jellybeans and put the rubber mat onto the tray or inside
the bowl
Re-drop the pebbles/jelly beans onto the surface and there should be a
noticeable reduction in the noise level.
(film the activity and share it using #locherproject …..)
Feedback:
After the practical explain to the group that this was an actual issue in industry
in a factory. By placing a rubber liner inside the container, noise levels were
reduced significantly.
Back this up by having 2 of the group stand at arms length to each other
(approx. 2metres) and tell them that if they have to raise their voices to be
heard at this distance, they could be damaging their hearing.

Follow up:
Ask the group if there are any other short practicals that they could think of to
show a safe way of working?

Feel free to use the examples provided as part
of this booklet or develop your own.

Search popular social media streams such as
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn etc for
the hashtag
#locherproject

And get involved.

Further information can be found on the Safety
Groups UK website:
http://www.safetygroupsuk.org.uk/campaigns/locher/

